Absrraet-This paper describes a recursive computational algorithm a matrix of real rational functions is reduced to the problem1 for computing spectral factors of continuous-time and discrete-time Of factoring a scalar even polynomiaI p(s) as W ( -~) W (~) , ) power spectrum matrices. The matrices need not be positive definite. or a self-inversive polynomial p(z) as z"w(z-~)w(z), with 0; fie-observation that the task of factorizing an even polynomiat quently too, W(s) is required to have constant rank in P(,) as w(-s)w(s) is equivalent to the task of factorizing a Re [s] > 0 equal to the rank (almost everywhere) of y(s). self-inversive p(z) as znw(z-')w(z), he gave an iterative Such a spectral factor is then termed minimum phase.
under the bilinear transformation s = (2 -l)(z + I)-', paper, where the procedures of the three references are shown as is reasonably well known.
to be special cases of the procedure of this paper. Spectral factorization problems also occur in network ~i~~l l~, we mention the work of [14] in which an interestsynthesis. Here, there arise matrices of rational functions of s ing ~~~t~~-~ technique can be used to solve the satisfying a Property called positive realness, and one can factorization problem. It seems to have no direct link with associate with a positive real matrix spectral factors, any ofthe other methods, knowledge of which can effectively solve certain synthesis A recent doctoral thesis [15] also contains a number of problems. The nature of the association will be given the results of this paper. In particular, there is use of a subsequently. This Paper represents anofher approach to Riccati difference equation to achieve a spectral factorizatackling the various spectral factorization problems stated tion. ~h~ discussion however is not as complete; for example, previously.
the possibility of a singular power spectrum matrix is not Techniques for spectral factorization are legion. The raised, and there is no study of the convergence rate of the majority, including those of [11- [81, rely on frequency equation. This thesis also references the earlier doctoral domain manipulations in which the problem of factoring thesis of one of the authors [16] where results for nonsinmlar Dower soectra were obtained.
planes, an elegant procedure evolves for tackling an s-plane problem via the z plane; such a phenomenon has also been observed in linear-quadratic regulator problems, and yields a competitive procedure for finding the limiting solution of the Riccati differential equation arising in the regulator problem [17] . The second point is that the method is not restricted to factoring polynomials or matrices of polynomials. Third, the method is recursive in nature, most like that of [I 11-[I31 in We now outline the layout of the paper. In Section 11, definitions and background results are stated. The spectral factorization problem is posed in terms of positive real matrices rather than spectral matrices. In Section 111, the full extent of the s-plane to z-plane transformation is explored; principally, the interesting ideas are those associated with state-space descriptions of matrices.
Section IV contains the main meat of the paper. A quadratic variational problem is posed, the solution of which solves the spectral factorization problem. In this section, the exact iterative equation solving the spectral factorization problem is stated, and convergence properties are examined.
In Sectlon V, factorization of a spectrum matrix is discussed, and the relation of the method of this paper to those of is discussed. These methods prove to be special cases of the method of this paper. Section VI contains concluding remarks.
In case Z,(oo) has finite entries, it is well known that there exist matrix quadruples {F,G,H,J} such that Let Z,(s) be an m x m matrix of real rational functions of the complex variables with Z,(m) finite and with minimal realization {F,G,H,J). Then Z,(s) is positive real if and only if there exists a symmetric negative definite X such that
The corresponding result for discrete positive real matrices is less well known, although versions have appeared (see C181, C191).
Discrete Positive Real Lemma
Let Zd(z) be an m x m matrix of real rational functions of the complex variable z with Zd infinity. As shown in [2] , minimum phase spectral factors are unique to within left multiplication by an arbitrary real constant orthogonal matrix, and are real rational as a result of Z,(s) and Zd(z) being real rational.
If matrices X and Y are known which yield (2) or (3), spectral factors can be found. In case M, 2 0, one can factor M, (in many ways) as lEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUmS AND SYSTEMS, NOVEMBER 1974 (where the partitioning conforms with that of M,). Then, Wo + C(sl -F)-'G is a spectral factor W,(s) associated with Z,(s) [lo] . Similarly, if then Vo + K'(zl -A)-'B is a spectral factor W,(z) associated with Z,(z).
Minimum phase W,(s) are associated with the maximum X satisfying (2) . (That the set of matrices X satisfying (2) has a maximum and, actually, a minimum, is nontrivial.) In case M, is defined by the maximum X, a minimum phase Wc(s) is defined by factoring M, as in (4) [22] require J + J' nonsingular, but a limiting argument as contained in [20] can be used easily to remove this restriction.) The analogous discrete result does not appear to have been formally stated, but, as we show in the next section, it is an easy consequence of the continuous result.
The main goal of this paper is to provide a new computational procedure for finding minimum phase spectral factors of positive real Z,(s). This will be done by solving an equivalent discrete-time problem, and by using the connection between minimum phase spectral factors and the matrices X and Y solving the two Positive Real Lemma inequalities. In this section, we set up a number of connections between discrete-and continuous-time results. 
and K and Vo satisfy the factorization (5) of M,, with M, and M, related as in (7). 6) The bilinear transformation is invertible, and all obvious converse statements hold.
The theorem is straightforward to prove by direct calculation, and a full proof will not be attempted here.
The proof may essentially be found in 
Claim 4) follows by direct calculation; the important part of this claim is the fact that the same matrices X or Y solve the linear matrix inequalities of the two positive real lemmas. Claim 5) constitutes a refinement of claim 3). An allied theorem is used to tackle the standard linearquadratic regulator problem in [17] .
For the purposes of this paper, the most important consequences of the theorem are those associated with minimum phase spectral factors. Since a minimum phase W,(s) is determined by the maximum X = Y satisfying M, 2 0, it follows from (7) that this Y is also the maximum Y satisfying M, 2 0 [and, by claims 3) and 5), that this maximum Y also determines a minimum phase W,(z)].
In case ( J + J') is nonsingular, the maximum X can be found as the limiting solution of a Riccati differential equation [lo] , [20] . In case ( J + J') is singular, a Riccati equation can still be used in determining X but the situation is a good deal more complicated, requiring either a computationally awkward limiting operation [20] or a number of preliminary coordinate basis changes [lo] . In the next section, we show that the maximum X can be found as the limiting solution of a Riccati difference equation irrespective of the singularity or otherwise of J + J'.
IV. A DISCRETE-TIME LINEAR-QUADRATIC VARIATIONAL PROBLEM
We start in this section with a discrete positive real Z,,(z) with minimal realization {A,B,C,D}. We shall set up a discrete-time linear-quadratic variational problem, and show that in solving this problem we obtain the maximum 
The analogous continuous-time problem has been studied then P 2 0 if and only if [20] , and [23] . By analogy with continuous-time and
(Appendix I contains a proof of this results, it is easy to establish the following property.
moderatively well-known result). Now take
Assuming [A,B] is completely controllable and that Q
0, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of Using Lemma 2, we see that P(i) 2 0. Take the limit as a lower bound on I, for all x,, u(.) and n, is that D + i + m to recover lim,,,
by Q,. We shall omit the proof of this result. The minimum in (9) can be found as described in the following lemma; Property again the proof will be omitted, as it follows by a dynamic
For any nonpositive definite Y satisfyingZ M, 2 0, one programming argument that is standard for quadratic loss has Q, 2 Y, i.e., @is the maximum of the matrices satisfying problems.
M 
is monotone decreasing with n. Lemma 1 guarantees that the sequence $(n) is bounded below, and so
The set inclusion is not necessarily strict.
Actually, M, 2 0 and Zd(z) positive real together imply Y c 0.
where the inductive hypothesis is used. The minimization is easily carried out, and this leads to
The induction is completed on using (1 1).
We then have, in particular,
(The second inequality follows from the nonpositivity of Y.) Letting n + m yields Y 5 Q, since x(0) is arbitrary. Properties 1 and 2 establish the computational algorithm for finding the maximum solution of the inequality Md 2 0. This is the main result of the section. However, it is interesting to note several other properties, particularly relating to the convergence of the $(i) to Q, which so far has only been noted as being monotonic.
Property 3
Q satisfies the limiting version of (lo), i.e.,
(13)
Proof: This is trivial if B'QB + D + D' is nonsingular (for then the limit of a monotone sequence of inverses is the inverse of the limit, and the result is immediate from (lo).) Otherwise, proceed as follows. Since Q solves Md 2 0, evidently
or, for all x(O), we have
Assume for some x(0) that strict inequality holds. Now following the argument and notation as used in the proof of Property 2, to yield (12), and identifying Q with Y , there obtains
x'(O)$(n)x(O) r X ' ( O )~~(~) X ( O )
r x'(O){A1QA -[A'QB + C ] 1,
[BQB + D + D']#[A'QB + CI'}X(O).

Now let n + m, to conclude [B'QB + D + D']'[A'QB + C]')x(O)
and this contradicts the assumption that (15) holds with strict inequality. Hence, (15) holds with strict equality for all x(O), i.e., (13) holds.
Observe that any Y for which Another .aspect of computational interest arises in conUse of the minimum phase property yields more informa-sidering the use of the pseudo-inverse in (10) and (14). tion about @, which in turn can he used to study the rate of (It is well known that pseudo-inverse occurrence raises convergence of 4(i) to @ as i -+ m.
potentially awkward problems.) Fortunately, there is some sort of stability here too. This comes about as follows. Let There is an obvious frequency domain condition for lim = lim lim 4,(n) = lim lim #,(n) = @. 
from which it is clear that A(i) -r 0 at least as fast as (max /Ai(II)[)2i -f 0. The authors have verified such con-
vergence numerically. Further, because the convergence
works for all Q 2 @, this gives the iterative procedure some numerical stability.
In case II has eigenvalues of unity modulus, the situation with the equations initialized by is a little more complicated. If Z,(z) is lossless discrete positive real, i.e., Zd(z-') + Zd(z) = 0, it turns out that
I1 = A and all eigenvalues are of unity modulus; it is also The limiting M(i) is @B, whence the spectral factor can be not hard to show (see Appendix 11) that A(i) converges to found. zero in a finite number of steps. If Zd(z) is the sum of a Though in the preceding analysis we have been assuming lossless discrete positive real matrix and another posi-minimality of {A,B,C,D}, it turns out that the complete tive real matrix zd(z) with zd(zC1) + zd(z) positive observability constraint can be relaxed, except when we 
and &(0) = 0. Note that observability of [A,C] is needed to guarantee existence of $(.) and controllability of [A,B] gives the desired invertibility.
In this section, we shall discuss the factorization of selfinversive and even scalar polynomials and polynomial matrices, and then the problem of rational matrix spectral factorization.
Consider first the self-inversive "polynomial"
Let us assume that p(z) 2 0 for all z on lzl= 1. Then a spectral factorization problem is well defined. To apply the methods of this paper towards finding a polynomial W(Z) such that p(z) = w(z-')w(z), we can set up a discrete positive real function; the simplest way of doing this is to write The algorithm is actually precisely that used by Bauer [ll] . To explain the connection a little more fully, define on using the special form of A and B. This definition of the w,(k) taken with the special form of A and B can be used to show that the solution of the Riccati equation can be written in terms of these quantities:
When this is used in (21), the following recursion follows for the vector of wi(k):
As k 4 oo, w,(k) + wi and 2d -w/(k) -. . . -w12 .
(k -n + 1) + wO2. Equation (22) is precisely the recursive equations of Bauer.
When we turn to the r x r matrix polynomial assumed nonnegative definite on 121 = 1, a similar approach works. Then one recovers the results of [12] extending the Bauer algorithm to the matrix case (apparently restricted in [12] to positive definite T(z)), and also essentially the results of [13] , where the algorithm is presented in terms of the discrete-time Riccati equation (again, there is apparent restriction to the positive definite case). One takes A as the direct sum of r copies of the A matrix used for the scalar polynomial, B as an nr x r matrix with the ith columns of all zeros except for the inth element, which is
(Actually, [13] has a minor variation on this which allows some dimension reduction of the A, B, and C matrices in case C, is not of full rank. The difference is inessential for our description.)
Even scalar polynomials and the corresponding matrix 
VI. CONCLUS~ONS
We have discussed a procedure for computing spectral factors of polynomials (scalar and matrix) and power spectrum matrices. The procedure is based on a convenient computational algorithm, and extends to cover the case of factoring nonnegative definite as opposed to positive definite spectra. Rate of convergence results are also given. Further, we have exhibited a tight connection between continuous-time and discrete-time spectral factorization, giving an implicit solution of the spectral factorization problem by a negative definite matrix that is the same for both problems.
The close connection between discrete-time and continuous-time problems can be carried over to general quadratic minimization problems, including differential games. This will be discussed in work currently under preparation.
Suppose p = [Fir is nonnegative definite. Let x2 E N(P3). Then, x'Px = (x,' kx2')P(x11 kxZ1)' = xl'Plxl + 2kxl'P2x2 for all constant k. If P,x, # 0, taking x, = P2x2 shows that x'Px will be negative for suitably negative k. Hence, x, E N(P2) or N(P3) c N(P,).
By direct calculation, we have
With N(P3) c N(P2), P, -P,P3'P3 = 0 and nonnegativity of P implies nonnegativity of PI -P2P,#P2' and P,. Conversely, if these matrices are nonnegative and N(P3) c N(P,), the identity implies P is nonnegative. 
